
War is like disease; we mmt seek immunity 

A CQNTAGION OF PEACE 
by Gordon C. Zahn 

Easter, 1982, marked the nineteenth anniversary of 
Pope John XXIII’s greatest encyclical, Pacem in Terris 
(“Peace on Earth”), a document whose impact, rather 
than diminishing, shows every indication of growing 
in the years to come. The encyclical, 1 should explain, 
has had a special meaning for me. As one of a 
ridiculously small band of self-styled Catholic 
“pacificists,” who had experienced during World War 
11 the unwillingness of our fellow communicants to 
accept us as anything morc than a “lunatic fringe,” it 
was always necessary for us to scratch for whatever 
support might be found in respectable sources-a 
referencc to Scripturc hcrc, an episcopal or papal ut- 
terence there. Imagine my joy, then, whcn suddenly 
we had a wholc encyclical wc could call our own! 

1 do not overstate the case when I say that without 
John XXIII and Pacem it1 Terris thcrc would not have 
been anything like the “great Catholic peace con- 
spiracy” of the Vietnam years; no priests and nuns on 
picket lines, none to raid draft board offices or go to 
prison. The causal l ink might be difficult to establish 
empirically, but I am sure we would not be hearing 
archbishops and bishops in Seattle, in Texas, in 
Alaska, in fact in dioceses all over this nation, sup- 
porting tax resistance. calling upon the faithful to 
consider thc moral implications of weapons produc- 
tion, frankly admitting thcy arc becoming “what is 
called a pacifist,”as one put i t .  Therc would be nothing 
like the steadily growing number of bishops-now 
more than sixty-joining Pax Christi USA or any 
other peace group. Chances are there would be no Pax 
Christi USA for tlicm to join. 

If I seem to focus on the Catholic record, i t  is not 
just because of my personal identification with that 
particular religious community. Rather, i t  is because 
this change is one of the most significant religious and 
sociological phenomena of our day. My Protestant 
and nonbeliever friends in the American pcace movc- 
men1 are astonished (and, needlcss to say, delighted) 
by this totally unexpected development. After all, the 
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Roman Catholic Church has long, and justly, been 
regarded as the most “militant” of the Christian com- 
munions in the morc unfortunate sense of that term. 
Now even so cautious and circumspect a prelate as my 
own archbishop, Humberto Cardinal Mcdieros of 
Boston, has approved an official registry for prospec- 
tive Catholic conscientious objectors and, in an Easter 
message denouncing nuclear weapons, directed that ii 
full-scale educational program devoted to these issues 
be inaugurated in the schools and parishes of the 
Boston archdiocese. We can expect the forthcoming 
pastoral of the American hierarchy to be the strongest 
statcment yct on thc subject of nuclear war when i t  is 
finally approved for release. 

I t  is well to remember, howcver, that fucenr iti Tiv= 
ris was not nicant exclusively for Catholics but was 
addressed to everyone “of good will”-ia distinct 
departure from encyclical custom. Its teachings are a 
standard by which to judgc the present actions and 
policies of our government and the measure by which 
to judge our own iicts and attitudes toward policies 
and proposals that threaten to incrcase thc likelihood 
of war or some other violent solution to social and in- 
tcrnational problcnis. Thc challenge to milkc such a 
personal asscssnicnt is central to my theme hcre, for 
violence, whatever its sourcc, is always rcduciblc to 
private iicts. This is truc even when thcy are pcr- 
formed as a duty imposed by some remote and 
seemingly impersonal authority. 
’This point needs some elaboration, if only because 

such conviction on my part may seem inconsistent 
with my professional identity as sociologist. Yet con- 
viction and sociological perspectivc mecl a1 the very 
heart of John XXlll’s messagc: I f  we are ever to suc- 
cccd in abolishing war, i t  will require a profound 
change in the moral formation of the individuals whc 
arc called upon to fight wars. Should this mcssage 
finally “get through” to the hearts and minds of the 
men and women of good will to whom Pacem it1 Torris 
was addressed, we might have the answer to that ques- 
tion from the Vietnam days: Suppose they gave a war 
and nobody came‘? 

BOTH ENDS OF THE TELESCOPE 
We must never forget that though wars are declared 
by nations, by whole societies, the actual waging of 
war comes down to some individual pulling a trigger 
or pressing a button under orders of another in- 
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dividual according 16 ii pliili devised iind ilpproved by 
ii whole scquence qf still other individuals. And iill 
along that line eiich .;ind every one of them is subject 
to.and responsible fdr. the nioriil order. Even heads of 
state. iis John niakes cleiir. "are never iillowed to 
depart froni the natural li iW by which they iire bound 
and which is the norni of their conduct." 

I t  is not easy-iit tinies i t  might seeni impossible- 
to hold to this microsociological perspective in ii 
macrosociological context of crisis. I t  is something 
like looking through both ends of ii telescope at the 
same time. Wilr and the tlireiit of war, iis we liiive wit- 
nessed in the Falklilnds situation. is experienced iis 
niass behavior. from the enthusiastic crowds on'. tlic 
Plaza de Mayo or Trafiilger Square to the niore dis- 
ciplined niovenients ol' uniformed legions of nien 
(and, increasingly. women) in the armed forces. And 
i t  is a universally accepted conceit that presidents, 
prime niirristers. kings. and queens, not to mention 
generals, speak and write their memoirs not as in- 
dividuals but as the instrunients of national destiny. 

To speiik .of a search for "the social sources of 
violence." then. involves the altenipl to identify those 
things that lead whole societies into violent confronta- 
tion. I t  also involves the search for soniething niore 
difficult to visualize but probably all the niore inipor- 
tan1 for that reason: to identify and isolate the pro- 
cesses by which individual members of those societies 
resign lhenisclvcs to becoming the willing, iiowevcr 
reluctant. instruments of destruction of huniiin beings 
like themselves. 

In his T w m i d i  (krrurv Book of 'rhc .  Dead published 
in 1972. Gil Eliot set out to "name" the hundred 
million dead in man-made conflagrations during the 
first threequarters of this niost enlightened century. 
Since Hiroshima and Nagsaki we have learned to live 
with the fact-some even find serenity in it!-that 
such an awesonie total could be surpassed several 
times over in a niatter of minutes. We cannot evade 
the real challenge of personal culpability for our ac- 
tions as citizens atid for the actions of those we have 
placed in positions of control. 

As rival societies lock themselves ever more tightly 
into that pattern of escalating threat and counterthreat 
we call deterrence, the best remaining hope for stop- 
ping and reversing the nations' momentum toward 
Annihilation lies in somehow renewing the individual 
person's sense of moral responsibility, thereby to 
reclaim the vision and power to determine the course 
of human history. This means that we must abandon 
the faint, and ultimately futile, expectation that "the 
System" will save itself, that there is some social 
mechanism which alone will maintain a state of 
equilibrium or at least postpone the final curtain. Too 
often-and some may charge me .with academic 
heresy for saying this- we assume the saving answer 
will be found in the progress of science, especially 
social science. History, I fear, tells a different story; 
science and the products of science have proved .as 
much a threat as a promise. That the social sciences 
can contribute much to our search,.l have no doubt. 
Like John XXIII, however, I insist that something 
more is required. 
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'I'HE "MYS'I'ERY OF INIQUI'FY" 
The first step is to dismiss iill tlie theories iind expliinii- 
tions thiit remove violence iind thiit ultiniiite forni of 
violence we ciill wiir from considerations of huniiin 
control iind responsibility. This applies as well to the 
oncs that attribute individuiil or nigss violence lo the 
direct intervention of superior Powers. Paul Hanly 
Furfey, ii distinguislied former professor of mine. held 
tliiit wiir iind other grave social problems are evidence 
I h i i t  "tlie Mystery of Iniquity" is working among and 
upon us. I see no rciison to differ with that. It  is quite 
iiiiotlier thing, however, to propose this ils the ini- 
liiediiite iind sufficient ciiuse of those problems. and 
Furl'cy wiis the first to rc.icct such an interpretiition. 

That such explanations have been iiccepted is ii 
li1iitter of historiciil record. Primitive warfare often 
took the forni of ii rituiil re-eniictnient of creation or 
identity myths. Honicr's Trojan war was iiS niuch ii 
hiittle between jeiilously contending divinities as ii 

bloody struggle iiniong the hunian pawns unfortunate 
enough to be chosen to advance or oppose the cause of 
onc or tlic other Olynipiiin meddlers. Most major 
religions- Judaism. Islam. Christianity- have y e n  
the hiind of an angry or punitive God in the conflicts 
of the piist, iind sonie iire not above accepting war 
even today iis a divinely ordered and supervised 
operation. Whenever wiir is seen as "the judgment of 
God" or as. the "lioly war" to which the fiiithful are 
callcd, there is little rooni left for hunian causality and 
control. So too with the "devil theories"offered as ex- 
planations of ii particular war or even wiir as such. 

Today even the more sophisticated and better edu- 
cated among us are susceptible to other, sometimes 
equally deterministic. theories related lo the biological 
and social sciences. Conflict. even violent conflict, be- 
comes the product of irresistible forces in hunian, 
nature. It is. sometimes seen as the indispensable 
mechanism . of evolutionary survival and progress. 
"Instinct" theories may have Fallen into disuse or 
even disrepute among psychologists, but few have 
iibandoned the "law of self-preservation" or some no- 
tion of an innate propensity for "aggression" in the 
hunian animal. The newer science of ethology may 
offer subtle refinements, shifting the emphasis from a 
single and direct individual organic response to an im- 
mediate stimulus to a collectively developed behavior 
pattern as a situation-defined device for the preserva- 
tion of the entire species-but the end result is pretty 
niuch the same. 

lives that are presumed to govern, if not determine, 
hunian behavior- the sexual drive, acquisitiveness, 
the quest for power, and so forth. Of course, given free 
rein, any and all of them can be seen as sources of 
violence and war. The point is that they need not be, 
and ordinarily aril not, given "free rein." Restraints 
imposed by the processes of maturation and socializa- 
tion are designed to build and maintain a capacity for 
selfa"o1; and where these fail or fall short, the 
forces of social control lake over lo reward conformity 
and punish deviance. The  ability of human animals to 
discipline and control their most basic needs for suste- 
nance and procreation-both of them more directly 
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linked than "combative" urges to the preservation and 
continuation of the species-indicates the possibility 
of imposing similar limits when i t  comes to combat. 

There is one other explanation for warmaking that 
deserves special consideration if only because it is 
widely accepted as the most basic source of interna- 
tional conflict. l refer to theories of economic causa- 
tion. A superficially convincing cue  can be made for 
war as  a "social parallel" to the acquisitive "drive" at 
the individual level. Certainly history records many 
such wars of acquisition; primitive and localized strug- 
gles for food-producing territory fit in that category. 
and so too does the exploitation by colonial powers of 
a more recent past. 

It is questionable, though, whether the case holds 
true for war today. If ever societies could claim eco- 

. nomic interests separable from those of its members, 
this surely is not the case now, when military budgets 
of virtually every nation endanger the overall econo- 
my and impose almost intolerable burdens of taxation 
upon the ordinary citizen. If (as seems likely at pres- 
ent)  the  cost of war involves the destruction of 
society itself, whatever "economic good" i t  may once 
have promised or protected is doomed to disappear 
along with everything else. 

The  best explanation of why wars are waged, for 
the most part, by individuals willing to give up their 
lives of routine comfort and safety to serve in situa- 
tions of grave personal peril does not lie in "our stars" 
or in the unreachable recesses of human nature. It 
does not even lie in "reality" as such or, for that mat- 
ter, in ourselves. Rather, it lies in our individual per- 
ceprionsof reality and how we fit into that reality. Per- 
ceptions are within our power to govern and to 
change. And change them we must. 

This will not be easy because here we encounter the 
true sources of conflict and war: Most of what we 
know and how we know it  is mediated through our 
participation in society and subject to its controls and 
institutions. From earliest infancy we are molded to fit 
society's acceptable limits of behavior and attitude, 
and this does not end when we reach our maturity as 
full-fledged citizens. The  molding process continues, 
though usually in a more subtle fashion. 

I reject the notion, encountered in some social 
philosophies, that when it comes to such matters as 
taking up arms, there is a "group mind" at work or a 
"central sensorium" that produces a collective con- 
sciousness independent of, and superior to, the in- 
dividuals involved. A more appropriate analogy, I sug- 
gest, is that of the epidemic, a mass contagion with 
agencies of public information and authority.responsi- 
ble for spreading a deadly virus'. And-to carry the 
analogy to its logical next step-the challenge is to 
learn to treat the disease before it gets completely out 
of hand and, if possible, discover some means of  
assuring immunity. 

ORDERS OF PRIORITY 
This  brings m e  back to the goals set in Pacem in Terris. 
As Pope John knew, perceptions involve more than 
the simple mental representation of what appear as 
facts in a given situation. Before they can be translated 

into behavior they must "make sense" in the broader 
context of past experience and given an approprihte 
place in one's personal order of priority. 

As a sociologist of religion I would insist that to 
create the kind of perceptions we need the religious 
communities must reclaim and strengthen the posi- 
tion they once held at the top of the believer's per- 
sonal order of priorities. That is what John XXIll set 
out to accomplish, and it is encouraging to see how 
many clerics of all faiths are rising to the challenge of 
nuclear war and nuclear weapons. California's Bishop 
Mahony deserves a special note of appreciation here 
for his call to his Church to become "a Church of 
peace advocacy." I was pleased. too. that he took the 
occasion to quote from an essay of Thomas Merton's 
written some twenty years ago. In "Peace: A Religious 
Responsibility" Merton voiced his concern at what he 
saw as a distinct possibility. "the free choice of global 
suicide, made in desperation by the world's leaders 
and ratified by the consent and cooperation of their 
citizens"-something he declared would be "a moral 
evil second only to the Crucifixion." And hc went on 
to conclude: 

The most urgent necessily of our lime is therefore not 
nierely to prevent the destruclion of the hunian race by 
nuclear war. Even if i t  should happen to be no longer 
possible to prevent the disaster (which God forbid). 
there is still a greater evil that can and must be pre- 
venied. 11  must be possible for every free nian lo refuse 
his consent and deny his cooperation to this the grealesl 
of crimes. 

Religion is not the only vehicle for correcting or 
strengthening the perceptions upon which hopes for 
peace must rest. Family ties and relationships can be 
crucial too. If in the past the paternal "protective func- 
tion" was one of the strongest inducements for men to 
go to war, i t  should be obvious that the survival of 
one's family and loved ones now depends on the avoid- 
ance of war and the refusal to go along with policies 
that almost inevitably will lead to war. So, too, with 
the perception of what i t  means to be a good citizen. In 
place of the docile and unquestioning obedience of the 
past, new perceptions should lead us into forms of po- 
litical activity that will assure the election of leaders 
committed to peace and the lessening of international 
tensions. 

In a more universalist mode, the strengthening of 
our self-perception as human beings and what i t  
means lo be members of that truly endangered species 
can contribute to shaking off the contagions bred by 
excessively nationalistic sentiment and pride. What, 
to be specific, is our perception of the Soviet Union 
and its people? Can we begin to grasp heir self-per- 
ception, which includes the memory of 20 million 
dead in Word War I I?  Such questions are intended to 
lead to a conscious reaffirmation of a common iden- 
tity with our prospective opponents-both of us 
members of the one human race. With apologies for 
his innocently sexist formulation, Schweitzer's warn- 
ing urges us to this goal: Once we lose our concern for 
every man just because fie is a man, the descent to fully 
developed inhumanity is just a matter of time. Wvl 
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